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it is a safe bet that about 90% of the information you know about basketball, or any other sport, you
learned from a book. i knew next to nothing about basketball until i first read this book. i then

became an obsessive basketball junkie. and one of the best outcomes of all was that i now have an
excuse for talking about basketball all the time. i am disappointed by how few books i read this year.
there were about two dozen books that i read more than once. that is not many at all. i read a lot of

books that i wrote about in my blog. in my blog, i wrote about 17 books, 18 or so if you count the
ones i reviewed but didnt write about. in the five years ive been writing my blog, ive read about

1,100 books. thats not a lot. but i got a lot of pleasure out of reading that many. it is different to read
about a book than to read it. i think that is part of what we are doing when we read. we are trying to
understand how the author thinks. this year, i read only eight books. that isnt very many. i wont go
through and write about them. i dont want to do anything that will make the reading of the list more
difficult. just know that they are diverse and varied. from the first time i read my last book, infinite
jest, ive discovered i have a major literary appetite. ive read many books that i didnt enjoy in high
school or college. many books i wouldnt recommend to anyone. so im glad that im developing a
taste for reading that is wider than just fiction. the goal is to stay this way, to read more. some

years, like this year, im going to get a lot of practice at savoring.
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the sweet and sour mix of the
three greats has been a
tradition in sports. if you

watch a basketball game, you
see it a lot. my first tv hero

was allen iverson. that was a
big deal, because as far as i
was concerned, there was

only one kind of hero:
iverson. you see it a lot, the a
bove-the-rim-power-move-for-

the-win-is-just-too-easy-to-
stop hero. and then, you get
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to the really greats: lebron,
who is the most unselfish

player of all time, and magic,
the point guard who always
seems to keep the ball alive.
ive been lucky to watch these
three go back and forth. ive
watched both of them play,

and lebron is by far the better
shooter, but magic is the

better passer. lebron is the
better defender and the best
rebounder. but magic is the
more creative and the most

charming player. 4. dick
vitale on what he learned
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from his father. dick vitale is
my favorite college basketball
commentator. he is a legend.
he is the greatest basketball
analyst in the history of the

sport. he is a great man, and
he really is a legend. he is my
hero. im not sure if dick vitale
would call himself a legend. i

think he would be
uncomfortable with that. but

he is a legend in his own
mind, and thats fine. i feel

that thats a good thing. he is
a legend, and the best sports
analyst in the history of the
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sport. he is a man who you
can love, but who will leave

you, and that is a good thing,
because we need to be

changed. 5. bill walton on the
greatness of bill russell. i love
this one because bill walton is
my favorite college basketball
player. i wasnt sure if i would
include bill walton on this list,
because hes a legend in his
own right. but he is also a

man who is comfortable with
who he is. he does not

pretend to be something he is
not. when he was a player, he
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was a great player, and he is
a legend in that, too. when he
became a coach, he became

a great coach, and he is a
legend in that. but bill walton

is a great man, and he is a
great man because he
understands himself.
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